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The Power of Touch
In a High-tech World, It Pays to Reach Out
Nora Brunner
Physician and holistic health pioneer
Rachel Naomi Remen once confessed
that as a pediatric intern she was an
unrepentant
baby
kisser,
often
smooching her little patients as she
made her rounds at the hospital. She did
this when no one was looking because
she sensed her colleagues would frown
on her behavior, even though she
couldn't think of a single reason not to
do it.
The lack of basic human contact in our
high-tech medical system reflects a
larger social ill that has only recently
started to get some attention--touch
deprivation. The cultural landscape is
puzzling. On the one hand, we are
saturated in suggestive messages by the

skin-to-skin contact is beneficial to
human health, American social norms
inhibit this most basic form of human
interaction
and
communication.
Despite our supposedly enlightened
attitudes, we Americans are among the
most touch-deprived people in the
world.
"Touch deprivation is a reality in
American culture as a whole," writes
Reverend Anthony David of Atlanta.
"It's not just babies needing to be
touched in caring ways, or the sick. It's
not just doctors and nurses needing to
extend it. It's all of us, needing
connection, needing to receive it,
needing to give it, with genuine
happiness at stake."

I want you to
be everything
that is you,
deep at the
center of your
being.
-Confucius
Office Hours and Contact
Good Health Massage Therapy
Angie Parris-Raney, RMT
By appointment only
www.goodhealth.massagetherapy.com
e-mail: goodhealthmt@aol.com
720-331-6769

High-tech can mean low-touch. Ensure you're getting the tactile connection humans require.
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mass media; on the other hand, the
caring pediatrician is afraid someone
might look askance at her planting a kiss
on a baby's forehead. What's wrong with
this picture?
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Unfortunately, touch has become, well,
a touchy subject. Though there's
growing scientific evidence that

Distant, Disconnected

How did we come to deprive ourselves so
tragically?
According
to
Texas
psychology professor David R. Cross,
PhD, there are three reasons Americans
don't touch each other more: fear of
sexual innuendo, societal and personal
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disconnection aided by technology, and
the fact that the ill effects of
non-touching are simply not that
obvious and don't receive much
attention.
It's no surprise Americans are often
afraid physical touching signals romantic
interest, which leads to the twin perils of
either
having
our
intentions
misunderstood or wondering if
someone's gesture is an uninvited
advance. This ambiguity is more than
enough to scare most people from
taking someone's arm or patting them
on the back.
The potential for the loaded gesture is
further complicated by our litigious
society in which unwelcome touch can
mean, or be interpreted as, dominance,
sexual harassment, or exploitation.
People in the helping professions are
regularly counseled on how to do their
jobs without creating even a hint of
ambiguity. In one extreme example,
counselors at a children's summer camp
were given the advice that when kids
proactively hugged them, the counselors
were to raise both arms over their heads
to show they hadn't invited the contact
and weren't participating in it. One
wonders how the innocent minds of
children will interpret this bizarre
response to their spontaneous affection.

"Humans deprived of touch are prone
to
mental
illness,
violence,
compromised immune systems, and
poor self-regulation," Cross says. So
serious are the effects of touch
deprivation,
it's
considered
by
researchers to be worse than physical
abuse.

Benefits of Touch

Stated more positively, science does
support the preventive health benefits of
touch. For example, Tiffany Field, PhD,
founder of the Touch Research
Institute, notes that in a study on
preterm infants, massaging the babies
increased their weight and allowed them
to be discharged earlier. Discharging
babies earlier from expensive neonatal
intensive care units could save the
healthcare system $4.7 billion annually.
In other research, scientists at the
University of North Carolina found the

stress hormone cortisol was reduced with
hugging. Cortisol is associated with
anger, anxiety, physical tension, and
weakened immunity.
Massage therapy has been found useful
in reducing symptoms such as anxiety,
depression, pain, and stress, and is
helpful for those suffering with a variety
of illnesses, including anorexia nervosa,
arthritis, cancer, fibromyalgia, and
stroke. While more research is needed,
massage therapy has also been shown to
reduce symptoms associated with alcohol
withdrawal and smoking cessation, and
can strengthen self-esteem, boost the
immune system, increase flexibility, and
improve sleep.
As a nation, we are still finding our way
in terms of increasing our touch
quotient; but those who make their way
into a massage therapy room are farther
along than most.

Another reason for touch phobia,
according to Cross, is that we live in a
society with far-flung families and
declining community connections.
Technology plays a significant role in
the way we communicate, and it seems
we move farther away from face-to-face
communication
with
every
new
invention. How ironic that the old
telephone
company
jingle
that
encouraged us to "Reach Out and
Touch Someone" gave way to the slew of
electronic devices we have today, all
ringing and beeping for our attention.
While these devices were invented to
improve communication, some people
wonder if the net effect is lower quality
in our exchanges of information.
While there is scientific research
showing non-touch is detrimental to
health, Cross says those negative effects
aren't obvious. The effects of a lack of
touch are insidious and long-term and
don't amount to a dramatic story for
prime time.
Massage helps boost self-worth and contribute to emotional well-being and connection.

No Pain, No Gain?
Bodywork Doesn't Have to Hurt to be Effective
Cathy Ulrich
Some people believe massage must be
painful to be effective. While some
modalities may be intense, this doesn't
necessarily translate to a knuckle-biting
experience. In fact, painful bodywork
can be counterproductive. If you can't
breathe comfortably, want to tighten up,
make a face, or curl your toes, the
technique is too much for you. Your
body will go into a protective mode and
actually block any positive change.

that level if that's where the therapeutic
value will be attained, but again, only if
it's manageable and you're not
tightening up.

"No pain, no gain" just doesn't have to
apply when it comes to bodywork. Be
sure to provide feedback to your
practitioner so that you're on the same
page. Think of it as a "scale of
intensity." On my scale, zero is not
touching you and ten is pain--not the
worst pain you've ever felt but the place
where you want to hold your breath,
tighten up, make a face, leave your body.
That's a ten.

If it does feel too painful, be sure to tell
your therapist. Usually, a practitioner
can simply slow down to ease the
intensity without losing therapeutic
value. Sometimes, if you are nervous or
stressed, just remembering to breathe
will make your body more open, and
you'll remain comfortable.

You shouldn't ever have to be in a pain
range to get results, and be sure to let
your practitioner know if you're in an
eight or nine range. They may stay at

And every single client is different. Not
only do invdividuals all start in different
places, but their bodies respond
differently, and their pain thresholds
are extremely varied. What one person
finds heavenly, another calls torture.

Therapeutic massage actually feels good.

Bodywork needn't be a test of how tough
you are. By giving your therapist
appropriate feedback and understanding
that painful techniques aren't really
helping your body heal, you'll have a
great experience in the session and feel
better afterward.

Shea Butter
For Your Complexion and More
Shelley Burns, N.D.
Shea butter comes from the nut of the
shea tree (pronounced shay) found in
the tropics of Africa, primarily West
Africa. It offers many benefits as a
topical moisturizer for skin and hair,
and improves other skin problems and
appearance.
As well as providing relief from minor
dermatological conditions like eczema,
lesser burns, and acne, shea butter can
be used as a natural sunscreen and for
stretch-mark
prevention
during
pregnancy. Other benefits include the
evening out of skin tone, reducing
blemishes, and restoring skin elasticity.
Shea butter easily penetrates the skin,
allowing skin to breathe without
clogging pores. It contains high

concentrations of linoleic acid, which
provide skin protection at a cellular
level, as well as vitamins A, E, and F,
which protect against premature
wrinkles. Vitamin F in shea butter also
soothes rough, dry, or chapped skin.
Healing though it may be, shea butter
undergoes a rigorous path in its journey
from overseas to the faces and bodies of
your clients. The fruit from the shea
tree is cultivated, cracked, grilled,
pounded, and boiled. The shea butter is
then scooped out of the nut and left to
cool.
Properties of shea butter include
unsaponifiables--substances that cannot
decompose into acids, salts, or alcohol.
For that reason, shea butter is extremely

absorbable, even more so than soybean
and avocado oils.
There are three types of shea butter
extraction and just two of the three end
products of these extractions should be
used. Unrefined shea butter in its pure
form is yellow. Refined shea butter is
processed but still contains many of its
natural components. Either is fine to
use. Highly refined shea butter may well
have lost its healing properties and can
include such solvents as hexane, which
may cause nerve damage. It is pure white
and should be avoided. Another note of
caution:
shea
butter
is
not
recommended for people with nut and
latex allergies, and some experts also
discourage its use by people with
chocolate allergies.

Don't ask what
the world needs.
Ask what makes
you come alive
and go do it.
What the world
needs is people
who come alive.
-Howard Thurman, PhD

Two Gifts in One!
Buy a gift certificate and all of the proceeds go to Project Inti
for our Christmas project the first week in December 2011.
Your gift certificate purchase and donation is tax deductible!
Your donation will help us purchase shoes, clothes,
medicines, soaps, toothpaste, toothbrushes, toilet paper,
breads, and toys for children and families in remote villages
outside Ollantaytambo, Peru. In addition, we are purchasing
a washing machine for the nuns and staff at Madre Teresa
center for children who currently wash – by hand – all
diapers, bibs, linens, and clothes for 30+ children.
For the new mother, give the gift of infant massage, teaching
her skills on how to help baby sleep better, help with gas and
constipation, and teething. And don't forget about mom! I
also offer pregnancy and post natal massage. All proceeds
are donated to Project Inti and go to help children in Peru.
Buy your gift certificate now!
720-331-6769
www.goodhealth.massagetherapy.com
www.ProjectInti.org

Good Health Massage Therapy
6638 W Ottawa Ave, Ste 160-1
Littleton, CO 80128

